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Boeing Leads Team to Pursue US Air Force Launch Range
Consolidation Contract
Boeing-led Launch Test Range System Integrated Support Contract industry team will bring
affordable and innovative solutions to improve operations while keeping ranges mission-ready
ST. LOUIS, June 7, 2011 -- Boeing [NYSE: BA] today announced that it will lead an industry team as
prime contractor to compete for the U.S. Air Force Launch Test Range System Integrated Support Contract
(LISC).
The contract will consolidate the existing operations and maintenance, systems engineering and sustainment
work at the United States' Eastern and Western Ranges into a single contract. The 45th Space Wing at Patrick
Air Force Base, Fla., operates the Eastern Range that includes Cape Canaveral Air Force Station, while the
30th Space Wing at Vandenberg Air Force Base, Calif., operates the Western Range.
Retired Brig. Gen. Greg Pavlovich, former commander for the 45th Space Wing, will serve as general
manager and lead the Boeing LISC pursuit. Pavlovich was among the first Air Force officials to advocate
launch range consolidation as an effective way to improve efficiencies and reduce costs.
"Mission success is job one, and that's becoming more difficult to achieve for the customer as budget
pressures intensify and priorities change," said Pavlovich. "Business as usual is no longer business as usual -in this cost-conscious world, it is imperative that we embrace increased efficiencies, and yet remain
responsive to keep the launch ranges 100 percent mission-ready. Boeing understands the mission-critical
nature of the ranges and that reliable range infrastructure depends on rigorous life cycle management for
sustainable and affordable mission support."
Joining Pavlovich are former Eastern Range Executive Director Bob Fore and the former Western Range
Lead Engineer Nick Pelster. Both will serve as senior systems engineers on the Boeing LISC team.
"Reducing the cost of range operations takes innovation, organizational agility, and a leadership team that is
fully aligned to the customer's vision," said Joe Shaheen, director of the Infrastructure & Range Services
program area of Boeing's Defense & Government Services division. "Boeing has successfully demonstrated
this performance model in numerous areas over many years, including the consolidation of operations and
maintenance, engineering, supply-chain management, and infrastructure services for programs and customers
from the Air Force to the Intelligence Community."
Boeing will serve as the prime contractor, leading a team that includes Science Applications International
Corp. (SAIC) [NYSE: SAI], a scientific, engineering, and technology applications company; LJT &
Associates Inc., a leader in launch range services, operations and maintenance, sustaining engineering, and
cyberspace services; and advanced operations and maintenance legacy professionals Global AOC World
Services, LLC.
A unit of The Boeing Company, Boeing Defense, Space & Security is one of the world's largest defense,
space and security businesses specializing in innovative and capabilities-driven customer solutions, and the
world's largest and most versatile manufacturer of military aircraft. Headquartered in St. Louis, Boeing
Defense, Space & Security is a $32 billion business with 65,000 employees worldwide. Follow us on Twitter:
@BoeingDefense.
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